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Chapter 261: I Think You’re Looking Down On Me 

 

Actually, Jiang Xun didn’t know about it at first, so he could have kept it a secret. 

Moreover, Jiang Xun was just a small actor and a small influencer. Why would Mufeng care about Jiang 

Xun’s thoughts? 

Everyone had always felt that Jiang Xun was definitely the one in a disadvantaged position in her 

relationship with Mufeng. 

Mufeng had already given Jiang Xun face by admitting that he was her boyfriend in public. 

However, judging from Mufeng’s reaction, it seemed like he placed a lot of importance on Jiang Xun. 

It was impossible to tell that Jiang Xun was at a disadvantage at all. 

Mufeng had quickly told Jiang Xun when he came back after encountering Xiuse outside. 

It was as if he was afraid that Jiang Xun would be angry if she found out about it from somewhere else. 

Looking at the interaction between the two of them, Mufeng seemed to be very serious about this 

relationship. 

“I told her to scram and stay away from me. Don’t come looking for me with her unpleasant interest,” 

Mufeng said. “If there’s any leak about the business, I’ll send her a lawyer’s letter.” 

The people at the same table hissed and took a deep breath. 

With Qin Yang’s business size, Xiuse wouldn’t be able to afford it even if she worked for free in the 

entertainment industry for eight lifetimes! 

Moreover, Qin Yang had a lot of business rivals. If it was leaked, it might not be Xiuse who did it! 

However, from what Mufeng said, no matter who leaked it, it would be Xiuse’s fault. 

Therefore, the only thing Xiuse could do was pray every day to the Gods and Buddhas and hope that 

Mufeng’s business would be smooth and that there wouldn’t be any mistakes. 

“How was the scolding this time?” Mufeng asked nervously and expectantly. 

Everyone at the same table was speechless. 

Was it an illusion? 

Why did they seem to see a tail growing out of Mufeng’s back and waving wildly at Jiang Xun? 
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From today onwards, if anyone said that Mufeng and Jiang Xun’s relationship wasn’t serious, they would 

be the first to refute it! 



If this wasn’t considered serious, then other people in a relationship would definitely be considered 

hooligans! 

“Not bad.” Jiang Xun was rather satisfied this time. 

Mufeng was ecstatic. 

At this moment, Xiuse returned in a low-key manner. 

Earlier, she was humiliated by Mufeng until her tears fell. She hurriedly went to the bathroom to tidy up 

and only returned to the banquet hall after confirming that she wasn’t acting strangely. 

However, she didn’t know that Mufeng had already revealed the matter with her. 

She thought that she was keeping a low profile. The people at the other tables didn’t know what she 

had done, but the people at Mufeng and Jiang Xun’s table already knew everything. 

Zilong, Xiangyou, Qiyao, and the other main creators were all at this table. 

Even though these people had been trained to be shrewd in the professional environment, they still 

couldn’t help but look strange when they saw Xiuse who had returned. However, they quickly covered 

up and hid their expressions. 

Xiuse also felt guilty at this time. She lowered her head, not wanting to be discovered by others, so she 

didn’t notice the difference in the others’ expressions at that moment. 

After a while, Xiuse gradually became normal. 

She didn’t know that although she thought that she had hidden it well, the others already knew what 

she had done. 

It was just that no one said it out loud. 

After the dinner, everyone went back to the hotel. 

Although they were shooting in the capital, for the sake of convenience, the shooting location was in a 

relatively peripheral area of the capital. 

Many of the actors in the crew had houses in the capital, either bought or rented. 

But they were all quite far from the shooting location, so everyone stayed in the hotel provided by the 

crew. 

Jiang Xun was the same. 

When they came, Jiang Xun was in Qiyao’s car. 

However, since Mufeng was here, Jiang Xun naturally took Mufeng’s car when they left. 

They regularly set off to shoot at three or four in the morning, so Mufeng simply didn’t ask Jiang Xun if 

she wanted to stay at home. 

He had a tacit understanding and sent Jiang Xun straight back to the hotel of the production team. 



Mufeng followed Jiang Xun into her room. 

Mufeng closed the door. As soon as he turned around, Jiang Xun pulled his face and kissed him. 

However, because of the difference in height between the two of them, Jiang Xun kissed Mufeng’s lower 

lip and chin. 

Even so, Mufeng’s heart was still beating wildly from her kiss. 

He looked at Jiang Xun with surprise. 

“It’s your reward,” Jiang Xun said with a smile. 

“Because I scolded Lu Xiuse?” Mufeng asked happily. In the future, he could scold those women who 

had designs on him even more harshly. 
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“Not just that.” Jiang Xun shook her head with a smile and said, “Also, if you see any trending searches, 

come and find me.” 

Although the capital seemed very close, it was already fast enough for Mufeng to find her at the first 

moment. 

Moreover, she believed that even if they were not in the capital but somewhere far away, Mufeng 

would still visit her overnight. 

Men were very self-aware and never gave other women a chance. Moreover, they rejected decisively 

and showed no mercy. 

However, what she was most touched by was that Mufeng would always appear in front of her at the 

first moment. 

Even if he knew that she was fine, he would still come. 

The corners of Mufeng’s lips curved into a soul-stirring arc. “How is that one kiss enough?” 

His voice became hoarse, like rolling water, and his lips quivered at the corners of her lips. 

Jiang Xun cupped Mufeng’s face and didn’t hesitate at all. She directly pushed Mufeng all the way onto 

her bed. 

Mufeng took a deep breath. His burning palm was pressed against her waist, and he held her tightly. 

He gritted his teeth and his heavy breathing was filled with difficulty and restraint. 

Jiang Xun was puzzled when she was pulled away by Mufeng. “What’s wrong?” 

Mufeng gritted his teeth and took a few deep breaths before he said with difficulty, “You still have to 

film tomorrow. You’ll be tired.” 

Did this woman think that he didn’t want to it? 

He had thought about it every day even before he fell in love with her. 



After falling in love, he would stay by her side everyday and could watch her but not eat her. 

At most, he would only be able to kiss her. 

Yet, she still lived right across from him. 

Every night, apart from going home to sleep, she would spend the rest of her time at a place within his 

reach. 

She really didn’t know how painful and happy it was for him to be by her side every day. 

This little heartless person. Now, he was afraid that she would be tired, yet she still couldn’t resist 

flirting with him. 

Who knew that Jiang Xun would actually raise her eyebrows and ask him, “Are you looking down on 

me?” 

She, Jiang Xun, would be tired? 

Who was he looking down on? 

She was someone who could run a hundred kilometers to the finish line and even run one more round. 

She was someone who had beaten a group of villagers to the ground that they couldn’t get up. 

How could her daily training be in vain? 

Would she get tired? 

Hu! 

Mufeng: “…” 

Looking at how arrogant she was, it was like she was doubting him! 

Mufeng gritted his teeth and said, “I think you’re looking down on me!” 

Jiang Xun wanted to say that she didn’t mean to look down on him. 

She didn’t say anything at all, alright? 

Mufeng gritted his teeth and pulled Jiang Xun over. 

Initially, he felt sorry for the young lady who wanted to film and didn’t want to tire her out. 

Chapter 262: Somewhat Regretting Her Boastful Words Last Night 

 

But Jiang Xun actually started to question him! 

Mufeng thought to himself. He really wanted to, but he was afraid that her body wouldn’t be able to 

take it. 

He was clearly doing this for her, but this little girl felt that he didn’t like her enough. How unjust. 



Mufeng simply couldn’t take it anymore and pressed the little girl down. 

Their lips met. Just as she was about to be hit by the tornado and her breathing couldn’t continue, 

Mufeng finally let go of her. 

However, he asked, “Do you remember the story of ‘The Peach Blossom Spring?'” 

Jiang Xun was stunned for a moment when he suddenly asked. 

Jiang Xun: “…” 

Her face instantly flushed red as she kicked him shyly and bashfully. 

However, it only attracted Mufeng’s low and husky laughter, which made her ears burn red. 

She had already covered her face and didn’t want to listen to him anymore. 

* 

At 5 am the next morning, Jiang Xun’s phone alarm rang. 

Jiang Xun fumbled for her phone and struggled to open a slit of her eyes. She touched the button on the 

screen to turn off the alarm. 

After she turned it off, it was finally quiet. 

Jiang Xun didn’t want to get up. She closed her eyes and lazed on the bed for a while before she forced 

herself to sit up. 

Jiang Xun grunted, somewhat regretting her boastful words last night. 

She was wrong. She had underestimated Mufeng and overestimated herself. 
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Jiang Xun kept complaining in her heart, regretting her actions. Suddenly, an arm wrapped around her 

waist forcefully. 

Mufeng wrapped his arms around her waist and leaned in. Her waist was so thin that there was still 

space when he wrapped his arms around her. 

“You woke up so early?” Mufeng’s voice was low and hoarse with a hint of sleepiness. 

“Yeah.” Jiang Xun rubbed her eyes a few times to make herself more awake. “This is how filming works.” 

Mufeng sighed. He really wanted to push Jiang Xun back to bed and apply for a leave for her. 

Who knew who was the one who was tormented last night. 

If he didn’t know the taste of it, he could have endured it even if he wanted to do it. 
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But now that he knew of the taste, how could he endure it? 



Mufeng exhaled and got up as well. 

“You can still sleep a little longer,” Jiang Xun said to him. 

“I’ll send you to the production team.” Mufeng got up to shake off his sleepiness. 

He was already here. Could he still let Jiang Xun call for a car by herself? 

“I know you think that you only shoot a few scenes a year, so it’s a waste to buy a car and hire a driver. 

But you can’t make it troublesome when you’re working just because you don’t have work other times,” 

Mufeng said. “Besides, you’ll only have more and more appointments in the future.” 

With Jiang Xun’s acting skills, this was a given. 

“You still have all kinds of business activities to attend. It’s more convenient to have a driver on standby 

when you’re shooting advertisements.” Mufeng pondered, “Should I bring an RV too? I see that those 

actors have their own RVs to rest in when they’re filming. They can even cook in the RV.” 

It wasn’t that Mufeng couldn’t arrange everything for Jiang Xun, but he knew that Jiang Xun had her 

own ideas. 

If he arranged it without consulting her, she would definitely be angry. 

He wouldn’t do anything that would make Jiang Xun angry. 

“Zhang Qiyao…” Jiang Xun explained, “She’s the girl who sat next to me at dinner yesterday.” 

Seeing Mufeng’s confused expression, he couldn’t remember if the person sitting next to Jiang Xun was 

a man or a woman. 

Jiang Xun let out an “Aiya” and didn’t explain further. “Anyway, she said that I could use her car to film 

in this group.” 

“However, I also feel that it’s not convenient for me to trouble her too much,” Jiang Xun mumbled. 

“Moreover, I feel embarrassed to trouble the chef to cook so much for me for lunch.” 

“Do you want me to arrange it?” Mufeng asked carefully. 

He had wanted to arrange it for Jiang Xun for a long time, but he didn’t bring it up until now. 

“I have my own money.” She just felt that it wasn’t necessary, and it wasn’t like she couldn’t afford it. 

However, now that she had a lot of filming to do, Jiang Xun also felt that it was indeed time to arrange it. 

“I know,” Mufeng said. “However, don’t you need time to buy a car and hire a driver? I can arrange it for 

you first, and you can try it for a while. If you feel that it’s convenient, you can continue to use it?” 

The people Mufeng arranged were definitely people he had carefully selected and trusted. 

Naturally, they were more reassuring than randomly hired people. 

Jiang Xun thought about it and said, “You can help me get that car, but I have to pay for it.” 

She didn’t know much about cars. 



It was better to let Mufeng handle it. 

“Okay.” Mufeng nodded. “A commercial car. It’ll usually be responsible for picking you up and sending 

you to work. The interior of the commercial car is spacious. If you are travelling nearby or far away, it’s 

more convenient to travel by car, and it’s also more comfortable for you to sit in. In addition, I’ll prepare 

an RV for you, along with a chef and an assistant.” 

Jiang Xun ate a lot, and the chef would definitely not be able to get the groceries by himself. 

He had long wanted to assign Jiang Xun an assistant. It was more convenient for Jiang Xun to have an 

assistant when she was away. At least she didn’t have to do everything by herself. 

How could she be busy by herself? 

Jiang Xun agreed to it. Since she had decided that she needed these things, she might as well do it all at 

once. 

Although it was very early now, fortunately, there was a breakfast shop nearby that had opened for 

business. 

Mufeng and Jiang Xun went to eat breakfast on the way before continuing on to the production team. 

At this time, Jiang Xun realized the benefits of having a car and a chef. 

She could go to the production team and eat breakfast in peace in the RV. 

After sending Jiang Xun off, Mufeng went to the company. 

He didn’t catch up on sleep. Instead, he made use of the time to help Jiang Xun arrange for the car, 

driver, and assistant. 

After Jiang Xun finished shooting the scenes for the morning and had a break at noon, Qiyao pulled Jiang 

Xun to her RV. 

“Miss Jiang.” 

A young man in a suit stood in front of them, looking particularly energetic. 

Beside him stood a girl with a big backpack and a ponytail. 

Jiang Xun and Qiyao stopped and saw the other party walking over to greet Jiang Xun. “Miss Jiang, I’m 

Fei Boliang, your driver.” 
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“This is Yao Xin’an, your assistant.” 

Chapter 263: The Peach Blossom Spring Can Be Enriched A Little More 

 

“Hello, Miss Jiang!” Xin’an gave Jiang Xun a firm bow. 

Jiang Xun hurriedly took a step back in fright. “There’s no need for such a big bow!” 



Xin’an laughed dryly with a red face. She was too nervous. 

However, most assistants would call their female celebrities “Big Sister” or something like that. 

However, Jiang Xun was a few years younger than her. Xin’an felt that as Jiang Xun’s assistant, she 

would be by Jiang Xun’s side every day. 

It could be said that she would be one of the people closest to Jiang Xun, and it would be really awkward 

if she still called her “Miss Jiang” like that. 

Xin’an said, “Can I call you Jiang Jiang? I see that your fans call you that too.” 

“That’s what I call her too,” Qiyao said immediately. 

In front of her idol, she had to seize every opportunity to make her presence known. 

“Of course you can.” Jiang Xun nodded. 

Boliang felt that he was of the opposite sex after all, so it was inappropriate for him to call her that. 

Otherwise, Mufeng would have to fire him. 

Therefore, he continued to call her Miss Jiang. 

“I drove my RV over. Follow me,” Boliang said. “The chef is cooking the ingredients in the RV. Lunch will 

be ready soon.” 

“Aiya, you already have an RV,” Qiyao said reluctantly. “We agreed to use mine here.” 

But before Jiang Xun could say anything, Qiyao solved it herself. “But it doesn’t matter. I can go to your 

RV and eat with you. I’ve asked the chef to make my lunch and bring it over. Our lunch will be even 

more sumptuous.” 

Qiyao’s manager, Guo Qianqian, happened to come over and heard this. 

Qiyao was diving deeper and deeper as Jiang Xun’s fan. 

“Let’s go and take a look together.” Since Qiyao was with Jiang Xun, Qianqian could only follow. 

They followed Boliang to the RV. 

Jiang Xun and Qiyao were speechless. 

Damn! 

This RV was twice as big as Qiyao’s! 

“Brother Liu, Miss Jiang is here!” Boliang shouted into the RV. 

“Coming!” As his voice faded, a man in his thirties came out of the RV. “Hello, Miss Jiang. I’m your chef. 

From now on, leave all your meals to me. I guarantee that you’ll eat clean and healthy food, and that 

you’ll be full as well.” 

Qiyao was dumbfounded. “I just suggested it yesterday, but you’ve already settled it today. Isn’t that 

too fast?!” 



Moreover, judging from how professional they were, how could she find them so quickly? 

Qiyao turned to Qianqian and asked, “Why did I take so long to recruit people back then? And I had to 

change several of them before I could find suitable ones.” 

Qianqian: “…” 

Have you ever thought that maybe… perhaps… there’s a chance… Mufeng selected them for Jiang Xun? 

How could Great CEO Qin not find good recruits? 
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He would definitely find the most suitable people for Jiang Xun! 

Jiang Xun was too embarrassed to hit Qiyao again. In fact, all three of them were recruited this morning. 

However, Jiang Xun himself did not expect Mufeng to be so fast. 

In just one morning, he had completed everything. 

Not only was he efficient, he even found the right people. 

Let’s not talk about the people. This RV was so big. Such a luxurious model must have been custom-

made, right? 

Wouldn’t it take a long time to get here? 

And it already arrived for her in just one morning. 

Jiang Xun thought to herself, did Mufeng steal someone’s car? 

However, Jiang Xun didn’t know that in the morning, a certain CEO of a certain company’s office was 

tearfully saying, “Mr. Qin needs it. Of course, I’ll give it to Mr. Qin first. I’m not in a hurry. I can still 

wait.” 

He had indeed stolen it from someone else. 
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Seeing such a big RV, Qiyao suddenly felt that her own car wasn’t all that fire. 

“Jiang Jiang, can I take a look?” 

Of course, Jiang Xun wouldn’t refuse. 

Qiyao immediately said, “Sister Qianqian, after you get the chef to prepare the meal, send it here 

directly. I’ll eat it with Jiang Jiang.” 

“Okay.” Qianqian was no longer in a temper. 

If Qiyao was willing to be Jiang Xun’s fan, then so be it. 

She could do whatever she wanted! 



While Qiyao was touring the RV, Jiang Xun received a call from Mufeng. 

Jiang Xun got off the RV and walked to the back of the RV to answer the call. 

“The driver and the rest have arrived, right?” Mufeng asked. 

“Yes, I haven’t asked when they arrived. But they were here when I finished filming in the morning.” 

Jiang Xun felt a sense of security that she had never felt before. 

It was impossible to have a moment of security in the post-apocalyptic world. 

Even if she was sleeping and resting in her cramped little room, she wouldn’t feel secure because she 

didn’t know if she would be able to come back to sleep the next day. 

When she went out on a mission, she would be the support of her team members. She wanted to 

ensure that they would be able to return alive. 

However, she did not have anyone to rely on. 

But now, she had Mufeng. 
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Mufeng had been secretly making all sorts of preparations for her. As long as she nodded her head, 

what she wanted and what she needed would appear in front of her immediately. 

This was the first time in Jiang Xun’s two lifetimes that she had experienced the feeling of having 

someone to rely on and back her up. 

“How is everything?” Mufeng asked with a smile. 

“They are all very good,” Jiang Xun asked. “Where did you get such a large RV off the shelf?” 

Jiang Xun had been in this world for a period of time, so she was more or less familiar with these things 

now. 

“It just so happens that someone passed the final payment date and hadn’t paid yet. According to the 

contract, the manufacturer can sell it on their own, so I bought it.” Mufeng didn’t say that he had stolen 

it. 

After chatting with Mufeng for a while, Jiang Xun was also very curious about the interior of the RV. She 

hadn’t had the chance to take a good look at it just now. 

Therefore, after hanging up the phone, she quickly went back to the RV to take a look. 

Qiyao’s chef and Jiang Xun’s chef finished preparing lunch around the same time. Qiyao’s assistant and 

chef delivered the lunch together and ate with Jiang Xun. 

After filming for the whole day, Jiang Xun returned to the hotel this time with her own car and driver. 

Sitting in the car, Jiang Xun felt that it was indeed more convenient to have her own car. 

It was fine that Mufeng hadn’t gotten a taste in the past. After last night, he came to Jiang Xun’s hotel 

after finishing his work for another taste. 
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Jiang Xun kicked him and sneered. “Aren’t you afraid that you’ll tire me and affect my filming 

tomorrow?” 

Mufeng pretended to be kicked to the side of the bed and rolled back to hug her. “Are you tired?” 

Jiang Xun paused for a moment. How could she show weakness! 

“Tired? I don’t even know what that feels like!” Jiang Xun lifted her chin slightly, looking proud and 

confident. 

Mufeng was speechless. 

Hehe! 

Since Jiang Xun had said so, didn’t she mean that he could do it? 

“I think ‘The Peach Blossom Spring’ can be enriched a little more.” Mufeng pulled Jiang Xun over, and his 

low and hoarse voice was filled with evilness. 
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Even the fragrance of Jiang Xun’s body seemed to be tainted with the fragrance of peach blossoms. 

Chapter 264: Relationship Exposed? 

 

As if an earthquake had struck, the storm swept through the entire night. 

Meanwhile, on Xiuse’s side, her manager, Yunan, received a message from the paparazzi. 

Yunan immediately called Xiuse. 

“Xiuse, that day when your crew had a dinner party, that time Director Chen treated the crew, did you 

meet Qin Mufeng?” That time, Yunan wasn’t there, and Xiuse was scolded by Mufeng. Of course, she 

didn’t want to tell Yunan about such a shameful matter. 

Therefore, Yunan didn’t actually know about it. 

“How did you know?” Xiuse was slightly surprised. 

“That paparazzi, Gu Wu, came to look for me. What were you and Qin Mufeng talking about in the 

corridor? How could you be so careless and be photographed by them?” Yunan said, “Now he’s using 

the photo to blackmail us.” 

“Are you really with Qin Mufeng?” Yunan asked, still a little excited. 

If it was true, then Xiuse would not have to worry about the future. 

Not to mention the idea of marrying into a wealthy family was so far away. 

Just looking at the current situation, at least there were no resources that Xiuse could not get. 



There was even a large amount of resources that would be delivered to her door without even needing 

to do anything. 

“I only wish.” With Yunan, Xiuse had nothing to hide. “Qin Mufeng did go to the film crew’s dinner that 

day, but he went there to look for Jiang Xun. I thought, if even Jiang Xun could get his interest, then I 

have no problem with getting it too. How serious can he be with Jiang Xun? It’s just a game. That’s why I 

went to look for him when Qin Mufeng went to the corridor to make a call. Who knew that he would 

ignore me.” 

“Gu Wu’s photo should have been taken when I was talking to him in the corridor. However, Gu Wu was 

far away and didn’t hear what Qin Mufeng said to me. He mistook that I was with Qin Mufeng.” 

“Then what do you think?” Yunan said, “Do you want to clarify it?” 

Yunan felt that this matter didn’t have to be clarified. 

It was a good thing to have a scandal with Mufeng! 

Even if it was just a rumor, as long as it wasn’t confirmed, as long as everyone thought that Xiuse was 

with Mufeng, there would be follow-up resources. It would definitely be a qualitative improvement. 

Anyway, it was the paparazzi who spread it, not Xiuse herself. 

Mufeng couldn’t trace it back to Xiuse even if he tried. 

Gu Wu was willing to be this spendthrift, and they were more than happy for that. 

Xiuse was really thinking the same thing as Yunan. “Why clarify? Gu Wu wants money. If he has the guts, 

he can ask Qin Mufeng for it. Anyway, we won’t give it to him. If he’s willing to release it, then release it. 

If he releases it, he can help me stir up a scandal with Qin Mufeng. It will also help me increase my 

resources.” 

As for the matter between Mufeng and Jiang Xun, they were dumb enough to help Jiang Xun expose it. 

There were no rumors about their relationship. Although Xiuse and Yunan had not discussed it, they had 

a tacit understanding that Mufeng was unwilling to disclose it. 
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Xiuse and Yunan guessed that Mufeng was not in a serious relationship with Jiang Xun. Otherwise, why 

would Jiang Xun not even have a status? 

Xiuse had completely forgotten that Mufeng had openly said that he was Jiang Xun’s boyfriend in front 

of everyone at the dinner party that day. 

Xiuse only heard and saw what she wanted to hear and see. 

She ignored everything that she did not want to accept. 

“Okay.” Yunan nodded. “That’s how I’ll reply to him.” 

Yunan replied to Gu Wu. 



Gu Wu said, [Have you guys thought this through? No matter what, Lu Xiuse is still a rising star. If there’s 

a scandal, the fans won’t be happy.] 

Gu Wu knew very well what Yunan and Xiuse were planning. 

However, the two of them had the wrong plan. 

Jiang Xun was the only one who was involved in the scandal with Mufeng. 

Moreover, it was hard to say what the fans would think when their big sister fell in love with a rich man. 

Mufeng had a good reputation. He was handsome and a top-tier rich man. If Xiuse were to date him, 

most of the fans would support it. 

However, there was no guarantee that no one would doubt whether Xiuse was really Mufeng’s 

girlfriend. 

There was also no guarantee that no one would think that Xiuse only wanted to marry into a rich family 

and had no ambition at all. 

The pollen nowadays was all career fans. 

Yunan: [What does it matter that we think this through? If we don’t want you to post it, won’t you come 

and threaten us? We won’t give you money. If you want to expose it, then expose it. If you want money, 

then go and ask Qin Mufeng for it. Anyway, we won’t be threatened by you. There will be a first time 

and a second time for this kind of thing. It’s just that you paparazzi are used to stalking and stealing. If 

you want to take a photo, and you still have to ask for money, where’s your face!] 

In any case, Yunan was not afraid that Gu Wu would release the photo to the public. In fact, she even 

hoped that he would do so. 

Hence, Yunan spoke with a very firm tone. He was so firm that he did not leave any way out. 

Gu Wu was angered by Yunan and laughed. [Alright! You’ve said it!] 

He guessed Xiuse and Yunan’s thoughts. 

Indeed, he didn’t dare to ask Mufeng for money. 

Wasn’t it just exposure? 

Hur! 

Xiuse and Yunan looked like they wanted to be exposed. Then, he would let them see what kind of good 

ending Xiuse would have after she was exposed! 

Gu Wu was infuriated by Xiuse and Yunan. He didn’t want to wait for even a second. He turned on his 

computer and started to edit the text. 

After editing for an hour, he modified it and posted it on Weibo. 

Gu Wu: “Female with top-tier popularity and top-tier riches? Fengjiang ship, bad ending? 

[Analysis][Analysis][Analysis]” 



Gu Wu knew how to divert the flow of traffic. 

Just the first half of the sentence, coupled with the traffic of his account, the effect was not small. 

He did not even need to find a marketing account to connect with. Those marketing accounts would 

rush to forward his Weibo. 

But if he added the last sentence, it would be like poking the nest of the Fengjiang shippers. 

Because the picture was clear, the netizens recognized Xiuse and Mufeng at a glance. 

In the photo, the two of them were a little close. 

Xiuse smiled charmingly, and the seductive look in her eyes was almost revealed on the screen. 

Mufeng’s expression wasn’t very clear. No one knew what his attitude was at that time. 

In the second photo, Mufeng was talking on the phone. Xiuse was standing not far away from him. 

She looked very much like a girlfriend. She was waiting nearby because he was talking on the phone. 

Just looking at the pictures, the two of them looked like they had something going on. 

[No way? Isn’t this Lu Xiuse and Qin Mufeng?] 

[How can Qin Mufeng be together with Lu Xiuse? This is impossible!] 

[Is my Fengjiang couple really finished?] 

[Qin Mufeng’s interactions with Jiang Xun on the show weren’t fake. He clearly had a lot of feelings for 

Jiang Xun.] 

[Hehe, the show’s effect. It’s fine for entertainment. Is reality starting to set in?] 

[I’ve already said that the things on the show can’t be taken seriously. How could Qin Mufeng take a 

fancy to Jiang Xun?] 

[Sob, sob, sob! Quick, tell me that it’s not true!] 

[Men are all big hogs. They treat Jiang Xun well on the show and secretly find other women.] 

Chapter 265: Being Mocked 

 

[Hasn’t Qin Mufeng always had zero scandals? Why is there a scandal between him and Lu Xiuse?] 

[In the past, it was just that no scandals were shot. This time, it was. Qin Mufeng is rich and handsome. 

He is already 27 years old. How could he not have a woman? It should be normal for him to be in a 

relationship in private, right? On the contrary, some fans should not bring the effects of the show into 

reality. What a bunch of losers.] 

[Qin Mufeng has never said anything about his actual relationship with Jiang Xun. A show is a show. How 

his private love life is like is his freedom. No one has the right to interfere.] 



[Ahhhh, Xiuzi is actually in a relationship? If the other party is Qin Mufeng, then it’s really okay. The two 

of them are a good match!] 

[Xiuzi and Great CEO Qin are a good match!] 

[Sob sob sob, if the other party is Great CEO Qin, I can only wish them well.] 

[@QinMufeng, you must treat our Xiuzi well!] 

[Xiufams are quite funny. The people involved haven’t even come out to admit anything yet, and you 

guys are already rushing to acknowledge him as your brother-in-law?] 

[After all, this brother-in-law’s specs are high. He’s a few hundred streets ahead of the other Hua 

family’s brother-in-law. Of course, Xiufams are eager to acknowledge him as their brother-in-law.] 

[Hehe, which family has such a brother-in-law? He walks with the wind, okay?] 

[Jiangfams, don’t be sad. Previously, our brother-in-law only participated in two variety shows before he 

was tied up and go his blood sucked by you guys. You guys brainwashed yourselves so much that you 

really thought that the ship was true?] 

[Our Xiuzi is the real deal. When I thought about how you guys crazily danced with the Fengjiang ship 

and how our Xiuzi didn’t even say anything, I got angry. Our Xiuzi saved Jiang Xun’s face. Now, if you 

guys still have any face, hurry up and shut the microphone.] 

[Sob, sob, sob. Our Xiuzi must have been angry when she saw her boyfriend get together with someone 

else.] 

[Don’t worry. Great CEO Qin will definitely kneel on the keyboard. Our Xiuzi is so good. How could Great 

CEO Qin bear to make her sad?] 

[If I had a wife as beautiful as Xiuzi, I wouldn’t allow her to be sad.] 

Jiang Xun’s fans were so angry that they cried. 

They stopped talking in the Weibo comments section and returned to the group. 

[Lu Xiuse’s fans are really too much. Qin Mufeng has never admitted it. They rushed to acknowledge him 

as their brother-in-law and even mocked us.] 

[They even copied us and called Qin Mufeng Great CEO Qin.] 

[Sob sob sob sob sob sob sob, what will happen to Jiang Jiang!] 

[*Weakly raises hand* Actually, Qin Mufeng has never expressed his feelings for Jiang Jiang. Everything 

is in our imaginations.] 

[That’s true. If us Fengjiang shippers didn’t dance so happily, Jiang Jiang wouldn’t have been mocked by 

others now.] 

[Let’s forget about that. We have also pushed for Jiang Jiang and Qin Mufeng a lot.] 



[I’m really angry! I feel wronged on behalf of Jiang Jiang. The coupling was celebrated by the fans, and 

now Jiang Jiang has to be mocked.] 

[So we must learn from this lesson. In the future, no matter what happens, we must not dance outside. 

We must not leave any evidence for others to mock Jiang Jiang.] 

[I finally understand that sentence now. The idol pays for the actions of the fans.] 

@EatingJiang: [All administrators, pay attention and make it clear to the fans in each group. Tell them 

not to leave messages under all of Qin Mufeng’s social media accounts. Don’t ask about his relationship 

with Jiang Jiang. Don’t blame him or ask him for his reasoning or anything else. This will only make Jiang 

Jiang ridiculed.] 

All the administrators went to each group to tell their fans. 

Mufeng and Jiang Xun didn’t know about this yet. 

When the incident happened, Jiang Xun was still working hard to receive the big ship. 

The next morning, Jiang Xun went to the production team. 

After Mufeng sent her off, he went to the company. 

In any case, he had a good rest these two days. Even though he woke up early, he was full of energy and 

didn’t feel sleepy at all. 

Gu Wu had a lot of fans, a lot of traffic, and a lot of marketing accounts forwarding his post. 

The crew also saw this gossip. 

They didn’t dare to discuss it in front of Jiang Xun. 

So they secretly said, “Isn’t Qin Mufeng with Jiang Xun? Why is he with Lu Xiuse?” 

That night, when Mufeng spoke about Xiuse, it was only at their table. 

Everyone in the production team was sitting at other tables, so they didn’t know that Mufeng had 

scolded Xiuse. 

“It’s also possible that he broke up with Jiang Xun? After all, people like them break up and date very 

quickly.” 

“That day at the dinner party, I saw Qin Mufeng going out to talk on the phone. He had just left when Lu 

Xiuse followed him.” 

“Damn, Lu Xiuse is being a little too unreasonable. It’s obvious that she followed Qin Mufeng to se… 

seduce him.” 

“Yeah, Jiang Xun was still there. She didn’t even wait and went straight to seduce him.” 

“The key is that night, didn’t Qin Mufeng leave with Jiang Xun? When did they break up?” 

“Could they have broken up the next day? Or maybe they didn’t break up, but at the same time, he was 

with Lu Xiuse?” 



“Wow! You guys have been in this industry for a long time. Don’t you know how open and casual people 

are in love? This is a common thing.” 

“Lu Xiuse seduced Qin Mufeng. Qin Mufeng didn’t refuse, but at the same time, he’s still supporting 

Jiang Xun. This kind of thing is too common.” 

“We’ll know when we look at Lu Xiuse’s resources in the future. If she is really together with Qin 

Mufeng, her resources will definitely soar.” 

At this moment, someone ran over excitedly. “Big news!” 

“What news? If it’s about Lu Xiuse and Qin Mufeng, there’s no need to mention it. We’re already 

discussing about it,” someone said. 

“No, no. I just heard Lu Xiuse’s manager, Liu Yunan, tell her that there are already several brands that 

have contacted her. One of them has been investigating Lu Xiuse and has yet to decide on her. That is G 

brand, and their competition is extremely fierce.” 

“G brand? That’s a luxury brand. Are they really going to decide on Lu Xiuse?” 

“That’s what I heard. Isn’t Su Youlan also trying to get a G brand endorsement? G brand has been testing 

her ability to sell their goods. Originally, Su Youlan had a higher chance of winning, but now that Lu 

Xiuse’s relationship with Qin Mufeng has been exposed, her popularity has soared. G brand has already 

contacted Liu Yunan and is going to sign a contract with Lu Xiuse.” 

“And there’s more.” Another person came over and said. “I heard from a friend that in Director Guo 

Haolun’s new movie, the investors recommended Lu Xiuse to act.” 

“Director Guo’s new movie? That era drama? This is a good piece of cake. As far as I know, many actors 

are eyeing it. They have already formed quite a few groups just to invite Director Guo to dinner. 

Moreover, there are also a few people who have helped a few actors before. Their faces are already 

familiar at the dinner table.” 

“Didn’t the investors have their eyes on Qin Mufeng? They definitely want to cooperate with Qin 

Mufeng, so they specifically asked Lu Xiuse to act.” 

“Otherwise, it would be much easier to have a financial backer in this circle. Lu Xiuse was previously an 

A-list actress, but a lot of her resources would be taken away by others. This is the only thing that is 

revealed about her relationship with Qin Mufeng. Before it is confirmed, a lot of high-level resources has 

already been fed to her mouth.” 

Chapter 266: What I Know Is That Jiang Xun Is A Good Person 

 

“Because it hasn’t been confirmed yet, they have to hurry. Once it’s confirmed, they’ll fight over 

resources and throw them into her mouth. The competition will be fierce. That’s why they’re taking 

advantage of the fact that the rest are still watching to make the first move.” 

“But isn’t Qin Mufeng famous for having zero scandals and not getting close to women?” Someone said, 

“Didn’t there used to be a top-notch woman who wanted to stir up scandals with Qin Mufeng? She 



didn’t even dare to directly do it. She just happened to leave at the right time for the paparazzi to take 

pictures. Qin Mufeng even made her disappear from the entertainment industry. After so many years, 

no woman dared to take the initiative to chase after Qin Mufeng. How can such a person like Lu Xiuse 

like him?” The person who spoke was someone from Group B who was on the mountain with Jiang Xun. 

“Who knows? He probably just hates being used. It’s different from Lu Xiuse’s situation,” someone said. 

“Besides, he’s still a man. Unless he doesn’t like women, why wouldn’t he be attracted to them? There 

will always be times when he needs them, right? He’s not a monk.” 

“That’s right. Besides, since he can have Jiang Xun, why can’t he have someone else?” 

“But Qin Mufeng’s image has always been that of a young master. He wouldn’t…” 

“You already said that it’s his image. How do we know what he’s like? Maybe he’s just playing a 

character that was specially created to maintain the image of a big family.” 

Someone suddenly stood up and said in a deep voice, “I don’t care how you guys discuss it, and I don’t 

care what’s going on with Qin Mufeng and Lu Xiuse. I’m just standing on Jiang Xun’s side. I only know 

that when we were filming on the mountain previously, if it weren’t for Jiang Xun, our equipment would 

have been destroyed, and we might not have even been able to leave the mountain in one piece.” 

“If you guys are willing to discuss it, then continue.” That person looked at everyone. “What I know is 

that Jiang Xun is a good person. I won’t discuss something that would obviously be bad for her.” 

With that said, that person walked out. 

One after another, some people followed him out. 

They were all people from Group B. 

There were not many people left. They were all a little bored, so there was no need to continue the 

discussion. 

Jiang Xun was eating lunch in her RV. The bowl was full of egg fried rice, and there were six dishes and a 

soup on the table. They were all hers. 

“Jiang Jiang!” Qiyao ran over in a hurry. 

The door of the RV was open, and Qiyao walked in directly. 

She sat opposite Jiang Xun and didn’t say anything. She looked like she wanted to say something, but 

didn’t know how to say it. She didn’t know where to start. 

“What’s wrong?” Jiang Xun stuffed a big spoonful of egg fried rice into her mouth. “You finished your 

lunch so quickly? Or has your chef not finished cooking yet? That shouldn’t be the case. I’ve already 

eaten, so it can’t be that your side hasn’t finished cooking yet.” 

It was good to have her own chef. It saved her a lot of time. 

She could wake up later, and she didn’t have to go to the breakfast shop to wait for breakfast to be 

ready. 



Brother Liu would prepare breakfast for her when she arrived, and she could eat it as soon as she 

arrived. 

She didn’t have to wait for takeout in the afternoon on an empty stomach, and she didn’t have to eat 

the crew’s boxed lunch that couldn’t fill her stomach at all. 

“It’s done. I just ate a little. I don’t have an appetite.” In fact, she only found out what had happened on 

Weibo when she was eating. She immediately lost her appetite and rushed over to look for Jiang Xun. 

“Seriously, what’s wrong?” Jiang Xun asked in confusion. 

Qiyao thought that since Jiang Xun still had such a good appetite, she obviously didn’t know what had 

happened. 

“You… why don’t we talk after your meal?” Qiyao asked. 

“Judging from your reaction, it doesn’t seem like a good thing.” Jiang Xun observed. “Are you afraid that 

I won’t have an appetite if I hear it while I’m eating?” 

Qiyao pouted and nodded. 

“Since you’ve already said that, doesn’t it make me even more curious?” Jiang Xun was completely 

unaffected. “Tell me, what’s the matter? Don’t worry, no matter what happens, it won’t affect my 

appetite.” 

Since Jiang Xun said so, Qiyao could only tell her, “Look at Weibo, it’s trending. That day when we were 

having dinner, didn’t Lu Xiuse go to look for Qin Mufeng halfway? They were photographed by the 

reporters.” 

“Now everyone says that Lu Xiuse is Qin Mufeng’s real girlfriend,” Qiyao said. “Your fans and shippers 

are all ridiculed for thinking too highly of themselves. They say that now that his real girlfriend is out, tell 

your fans to stop posting.” 

As Qiyao spoke, Jiang Xun opened Weibo. 

She saw the number one trending search: [Lu Xiuse and Qin Mufeng] 

There was a brownish-red “Hot” after it. 

Jiang Xun opened it and saw that all the marketing accounts with names had reposted the photo. 

In the photo, Mufeng and Xiuse were standing in the corridor. Just by looking at the appearance in the 

photo, anyone would think that Xiuse and Mufeng must be close. Even if they were not in a relationship, 

their relationship was not ordinary. 

Jiang Xun did not expect that this would be the scene when Xiuse went out to look for Mufeng that day. 

Jiang Xun looked at Weibo, and she heard Qiyao say, “Now everyone thinks that Lu Xiuse is with Qin 

Mufeng. So Lu Xiuse was struggling to compete for some resources with others, but now she doesn’t 

even need to compete. Everyone has taken the initiative to contact her and want to work with her.” 

“I’ve asked my manager to inquire about it,” Qiyao said. 



Fortunately, Qianqian wasn’t around. She didn’t hear that her artiste sold her out so easily. 

“The investors specifically want Lu Xiuse to participate in Guo Haolun’s new drama. There’s also the 

endorsement from G brand. Lu Xiuse has been fighting for it. Originally, G brand was more interested in 

Su Youlan. But now, they’re already discussing the contract with Lu Xiuse.” 

Qiyao was talking to Jiang Xun about this. Who knows if it was really such a coincidence that Xiuse 

passed by the open door of Jiang Xun’s RV with a smug look on her face. 

At this moment, Xiuse’s manager, Yunan, came over. “Xiuse, there’s a love variety show. They want to 

invite you to be an observer. They’ve also invited Qiao Ni and Xu Fei.” 

Qiao Ni was an A-list actress. She was different from Xiuse, who was a top-notch actress. She relied on 

her acting skills and viewership ratings to become an A-list actress. 

Good scripts were first passed through the hands of an A-list actress like Qiao Ni. If Qiao Ni did not 

accept them, they get passed them down one by one. 

Although Xiuse was a top-notch actress, when the scripts land in her hands, they have already been 

passed through a few other hands. 

Most of the scripts she received were idol dramas. 

However, the ones that could really earn a her good reputation were from realistic dramas by the great 

directors and screenwriters. 

This was also why Xiuse had been fighting for Haolun’s period drama. 

Although Xu Fei was a B-list actress, she had been in the limelight recently. 

Looking at the guests invited by the observers for this drama, there were A-listers, top-notch actresses, 

and top-notch B-list actresses who were in the limelight. 

It was definitely a high-profile production. 

“There’s also a talent show,” Yunan also said. Her voice was filled with joy, and she was so proud that 

she could float to the sky. “It’s for Guopie. They invited you as a mentor.” 

Chapter 267: Are You And Qin Mufeng Getting Along Okay? 

 

Qiyao curled her lips and asked Jiang Xun in a low voice, “Do you know about the talent show?” 

Jiang Xun shook her head. 

She was still a newbie in the entertainment industry. 

Even though she had started to cram in all kinds of knowledge about the entertainment industry, she 

couldn’t learn it all in such a short time. 

Right now, she was mainly cramming for the jobs that she was involved in. 

If she wanted to participate in a variety show, she would first go and watch a variety show. 



If she wanted to participate in “Accelerated Flight,” she would and cram their previous shows. 

Qiyao explained in a low voice, “That talent show is the trump card of Guopie Video. It’s launched once 

a year, and those who are selected for the show will debut in a group. Every year, there are ten people 

in the group, and two or three of them will develop very well. Two or three of them won’t be 

particularly popular, but they can still receive a lot of jobs. The group and its members have a lot of fans. 

In a drama I shot before, there were two roles that were played by members of Guopie’s group.” 

“Usually, Guopie will find popular people to be their mentors. They must have a lot of fans and a high 

degree of popularity. Whether or not they have professional abilities comes second, but they must be 

famous,” Qiyao said. “Guopie has very high requirements. Every year, they only find top-notch mentors. 

At this year’s variety show’s press conference, Guopie released the list of mentors that they wanted to 

invite, but Lu Xiuse was not among them. They must have invited her because of the news about her 

and Qin Mufeng.” 

At this moment, Xiuse asked, “Do these two shows have a conflicting schedule?” 

“You want to participate in both?” Yunan asked. 

“These two shows are pretty good. The other guests are also worthy of my status. Especially that talent 

show. I have to participate in it,” Xiuse said. 

“Yes, that talent show is very popular and has a lot of viewers. It can give you more traffic.” Yunan 

nodded in agreement. “Okay, I’ll go and coordinate with them. It doesn’t matter even if there are 

clashes for a few episodes. Just ask for a leave.” 

“And the drama directed by Guo Haolun. I’ll go and negotiate the terms. The investors specifically asked 

you to act in it. Now the initiative is on our side.” Yunan let out a sigh of relief. She had never been so 

comfortable talking about resources. 

It felt so good to have a lot of high-quality resources in their mouth! 

“Okay.” Xiuse nodded. Her gaze glanced at Jiang Xun’s face in the RV. She revealed a smug smile before 

she slowly left with Yunan. 

“Tch!” Qiyao sneered. “She looks like she has really become Qin Mufeng’s girlfriend. What a joke!” 

“That day, Qin Mufeng said that she failed to seduce him in front of all the people at our table. She has 

the face to use Qin Mufeng to snatch resources for herself.” Qiyao was disgusted by Lu Xiuse’s 

shamelessness. “The people at the other tables didn’t hear it, so they might not know. But at our table, 

who doesn’t know what’s going on? She still has the face to show off in front of you.” 

As Qiyao spoke, her voice gradually weakened. 

She looked at Jiang Xun’s cold smiling face and asked in a low voice with some hesitation and 

uncertainty, “Jiang Jiang, are you and Qin Mufeng… getting along okay?” 

They didn’t break up, right? 

“No.” Jiang Xun’s answer was very straightforward and without a trace of hesitation. 



Qiyao still felt uneasy when she heard it. “Really? Why don’t you ask Qin Mufeng?” 

Jiang Xun nodded. “I do have to ask him.” 

Qiyao thought that Jiang Xun wanted to ask Mufeng if he wanted to break up with her. 

“I’ll be leaving then.” Qiyao stood up quickly. 

Although she was very straightforward and didn’t give face to anyone when she spoke, she wasn’t really 

heartless. 

“There’s no need.” Jiang Xun stopped Qiyao. “You can stay if you want.” 

“Really?” Qiyao blinked her big eyes, looking forward to it. 

She was actually very curious and wanted to follow the gossip in real time. 

“Then I really will stay,” Qiyao said. 

“Okay.” Jiang Xun nodded. 

Qiyao sat down without hesitation. 

Jiang Xun didn’t call Mufeng. Instead, she sent a screenshot of the gossip on Weibo to Mufeng’s Wechat. 

She didn’t say anything else. 

At this moment, Mufeng was in a lunch meeting. He felt his phone vibrate, but he didn’t bother about it. 

After Jiang Xun sent the message, she didn’t bother about it. 

She still had some confidence in Mufeng. 

This man was like a dog who came every night after smelling her scent. How would he have time to deal 

with Xiuse? 

She sent a screenshot to Mufeng to let him handle it. 

After all, he was the one who had caused this. Did she have to clean up after him? 

Jiang Xun put down her phone and continued eating. 

Qiyao was extremely curious. She saw that Jiang Xun had been eating for ten minutes and still hadn’t 

looked at her phone. 

Qiyao couldn’t help but ask, “How is it? He hasn’t replied to you?” 

“No.” Jiang Xun continued eating. 

“Aren’t you worried?” Qiyao asked anxiously. “He hasn’t replied to you for such a long time. Is he feeling 

guilty?” 

Jiang Xun blinked. “It’s only been ten minutes. There’s no hurry.” 

“As your boyfriend, of course he should reply in a second!” Qiyao slammed the table angrily. 



“When he’s free, he replies very quickly. When he replies slowly, he must be busy with work.” Jiang Xun 

didn’t mind. “Besides, he said that no matter what he does, he can’t be a quick shot.” 

Qiyao was speechless. 

Are you two doing it? 

You’ve got to be! I’m positive! 

However, she didn’t expect Mufeng to talk to Jiang Xun like this in private. 

Judging from Jiang Xun’s calm look, Mufeng must have been going at it with Jiang Xun a lot in private. 

However, was it really okay for Jiang Xun to say that? 

By the time Mufeng finished his meeting, it was already 1:45 pm. 

Qin Yang’s lunch break ended at 2 pm. 

Mufeng returned to his office and pinched the corner of his eyes. At this moment, he had already 

forgotten that his phone had vibrated once during the meeting. 

At this moment, Zhang Chengnan knocked on the door and entered. 

“What’s the matter?” Mufeng put down the finger that was pinching the corner of his eyes, but the 

space between his brows had yet to relax. 

“Look at the trending searches,” Chengnan said. “Some paparazzi sent a photo of you and Lu Xiuse 

together. The trending searches are all about you and Lu Xiuse, saying that the two of you are in a 

relationship. Lu Xiuse’s fans have already acknowledging it. They even mocked Jiang Xun and her fans 

for overestimating their own abilities and sticking to you. Now, they’re being slapped in the face.” 

“Jiang Xun’s fans are all silent now. They’re probably afraid of implicating Jiang Xun and getting ridiculed 

as well,” Chengnan said. He was starting to feel sorry for those fans. “When the paparazzi posted it 

yesterday, Jiang Xun’s fans were all heartbroken.” 

Mufeng heard this and picked up his phone with a dark expression. 

He opened Weibo to take a look first. 

The scandal between him and Xiuse was still trending at the top of search. There was still a “Hot” beside 

it. 

After clicking on it, he saw the photo of him scolding Xiuse in the corridor during the dinner party that 

day. 

Unfortunately, the photo could not speak. The netizens could not see the photo and know that he was 

actually scolding Xiuse. 

Chapter 268: Qin Mufeng’s Ridicule 

 



“CEO, are you really with this Lu Xiuse?” When Chengnan asked, his face was full of disgust. The words 

“Bad taste” were written on his face. 

Mufeng: “…” 

“Do I look like I have a problem with my eyes?” Mufeng said with a dark face. 

“Then when did this happen? Why did the paparazzi take this photo?” Chengnan scolded, “You were too 

careless.” 

“When Jiang Xun and the crew were having a meal together, I went to look for her. When I came out to 

talk on the phone, she took the opportunity to follow me out,” Mufeng explained. “You were the one 

who called me.” 

Mufeng suddenly paused after he finished speaking. 

“Why am I telling you so much?” Mufeng said with a dark expression. 

Chengnan mumbled, “If you were more careful, you wouldn’t have been photographed.” 

He still had the cheek to be angry at him. 

“Jiang Xun didn’t look for you?” Chengnan asked again. 

Mufeng froze and suddenly remembered the red “1” in the upper right corner of the Wechat icon. 

Mufeng hurriedly opened Wechat. It was indeed a message from Jiang Xun. 

Mufeng opened it nervously and saw that Jiang Xun had only sent him a screenshot of him and Xiuse on 

Weibo. There was nothing else. 

Not a single word. 

When he looked again, it was more than an hour ago. 

Mufeng quickly replied, [I’ll deal with it immediately.] 

“Send a lawyer’s letter to that paparazzi and all those marketing accounts. Also, send a statement in Qin 

Yang’s name saying that I have nothing to do with Lu Xiuse.” Mufeng tapped the table with his 

fingertips. “Call the people from the public relations department up.” 

He wanted to give the order himself. 

Soon, the public relations department manager came up. 

Manager Liu sat opposite Mufeng, and he heard Mufeng say, “There are rumors on the internet about 

Lu Xiuse and me. Send a statement to clear the air. There’s no need to be polite to Lu Xiuse. Ridicule is 

your forte. Finish her off!” 

Manager Liu was speechless. 

Who was the master at ridiculing here! 

It was clearly Mufeng who was like that every day! 



“Yes!” Manager Liu only dared to complain in his heart and left. 

The lawyer sent the letter as quickly as possible. 

Then, the official blog of the Qin Yang Group released a statement. 

Qin Yang Group: “Last night, there were rumors on the internet about the relationship between the CEO 

of our group, Mr. Qin Mufeng, and Ms. Lu Xiuse. I hereby declare that the CEO of our group, Mr. Qin 

Mufeng, has nothing to do with Ms. Lu Xiuse. Mr. Qin Mufeng is a clean person and does not like women 

who do not have self-respect. From last night until now, Mr. Qin Mufeng has graciously given Ms. Lu 

Xiuse enough time to clarify their relationship. However, Ms. Lu Xiuse did not clarify their relationship in 

such an ample amount of time, so we have no choice but to make this statement.” 

“Also, our department has already sent a lawyer’s letter to @GuWu, @EntertainmentDrawing, @expert 

EatingMelonExpert, @NonNumberOneFanGirl, @GnawingOnSweetPotatoSkin, @ZunBaTrueEight and 

@GossipClubLeader. Within ten minutes of receiving the lawyer’s letter, they must delete all the untrue 

rumors about Mr. Qin Mufeng and Ms. Lu Xiuse. Otherwise, we will sue them for fabricating and 

intentionally spreading false information.” 

In Jiang Xun’s fan group. 

[@AllMembers, quickly go and take a look! The official Weibo of the Qin Yang Group personally posted a 

Weibo to clarify the relationship between Qin Mufeng and Lu Xiuse, and even sent a lawyer’s letter to 

those accounts that spread the news.] 

[I didn’t expect that there would be such a huge turn of events! I’ll go and take a look right now!] 

Jiang Xun’s fans, Fengjiang shippers, passers-by netizens, and Xiuse’s fans all saw this statement. 

This was because this statement had already replaced the hot search [Lu Xiuse and Qin Mufeng] and was 

now the top search term. 

As for the hot search term [Lu Xiuse and Qin Mufeng], Mufeng did not remove it. 

He just left it there to be compared with the hot search term, to be whipped repeatedly. 

As long as Qin Yang’s clarification was still there, the hot search term [Lu Xiuse and Qin Mufeng] would 

always be a joke. 

[Fuck, this Weibo post of Qin Yang’s official blog is so mocking!] 

[Qin Yang’s official blog says that he hasn’t clarified anything since the scandal last night to give Lu Xiuse 

a chance to clarify. It’s indeed more gentlemanly to let a lady clarify such matters. If the man clarified 

first, it would be as if he didn’t like the woman. However, if Lu Xiuse clarified first, he would appear 

noble. Even without the scandal with Qin Mufeng, her favorability would immediately increase. 

However, Lu Xiuse didn’t clarify. It’s obvious that she wanted to use Qin Mufeng to increase her 

popularity. Now that she is slapped by Qin Yang’s official blog, it must be too embarrassing.] 
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[Cut to the point. The official blog said that Qin Mufeng doesn’t like women who don’t have self-respect. 

He doesn’t like Lu Xiuse, so Lu Xiuse = a woman who doesn’t have self-respect?] 

[Combining the photos, Lu Xiuse and Qin Mufeng were standing together. The photos couldn’t speak, so 

the netizens misunderstood when they saw them. So, was it Lu Xiuse who took the initiative to show her 

love for Qin Mufeng? Or, it can’t even be described as showing her love. Otherwise, the official blog 

wouldn’t have said that she has no self-respect.] 

[It’s probably more appropriate to describe it as offering herself as a pillow. It’s more in line with the 

official blog’s description of having no self-respect.] 

[WOC, the official blog really doesn’t give any face when it comes to their announcement.] 

[So the actual situation of that photo should be that Lu Xiuse had met Qin Mufeng on some occasion, so 

she offered herself as a pillow but was rejected by Qin Mufeng. Who knew that the photo would be 

posted by Gu Wu, thinking that the two of them were together?] 

[If that’s the case, who knows if Lu Xiuse and Gu Wu intentionally took the photo to increase Lu Xiuse’s 

popularity and help her get more resources?] 

[It’s really possible. Didn’t several rumors spread today? One was that G brand originally wanted to hire 

Su Youlan to endorse the show, but they suddenly decided to work with Lu Xiuse today. There is also 

Haolun’s period drama. The female lead was also decided to be Lu Xiuse. The other two popular variety 

shows also wanted to hire Lu Xiuse. The blogger who leaked the news seemed to be an insider in the 

industry. He has always been very accurate. If he could say it out loud, it should be a done deal.] 

[Hehehehehe, didn’t Lu Xiuse’s fans mock Jiang Xun’s fans yesterday? They said that Jiang Xun went 

down with her fans, but now I don’t know who is going down with their fans.] 

[Lu Xiuse’s fans, say something. Weren’t you guys very arrogant yesterday?] 

[The person involved didn’t even say anything yesterday, and you guys already couldn’t wait to 

recognize your brother-in-law. Do you need me to take a screenshot to help you guys recall?] 

[No wonder Qin Mufeng didn’t come out to clarify things immediately yesterday. He wanted to leave 

some face for Lu Xiuse so that she would come out to clarify things on her own accord. I was still 

blaming Qin Mufeng yesterday. I’m sorry. But next time, don’t be so gentlemanly to such a woman, 

Okay? @QinMufeng] 

[However, why didn’t Qin Mufeng come out to clarify about Fengjiang back then? He didn’t scold Jiang 

Xun either.] 

Chapter 269: I Don’t Like Frauds Such As Lu Xiuse 

 

[Let me say this first. I’m a fan of the Fengjiang ship. Fengjiang is just self-initiated among us fans. Jiang 

Xun didn’t tie Qin Mufeng up to pull resources for herself. Even in the permanent resident variety show 

“Rural Distant” she could stay because of her ability. Her acting was also done conscientiously from a 

small supporting role. Currently, there are only two endorsements from popular domestic brands. If one 

were to say that all these resources were obtained because of Qin Mufeng, that would be looking down 



on Qin Mufeng too much. The female lead of G brand and Guo Haolun’s drama could be considered the 

standard allocation of Qin Mufeng’s resources. Please take this as your standard.] 

[Yes, the reason why Qin Mufeng didn’t come out to clarify is that Jiang Xun had already clarified it. 

[photo]] 

The photo that was posted at the end of the comment was the Weibo post that Jiang Xun had personally 

posted that she was single. 

[Yes, we were the ones who ran with the ship. Jiang Xun had already clarified it, that’s why Great CEO 

Qin didn’t clarify it.] 

[It’s indeed like what Qin Yang’s official blog said. Great CEO Qin gave Lu Xiuse time to clarify. If Lu Xiuse 

could clarify it as quickly as Jiang Xun, she wouldn’t have to be slapped in the face.] 

[Wow, Great CEO Qin actually got Qin Yang’s official blog to personally slap her in the face.] 

In the end, there was something that made the netizens even more hyped. 

Mufeng forwarded the clarification statement Qin Yang’s official blog posted. “I don’t like frauds such as 

Lu Xiuse. At that time, I was talking on the phone in the corridor. It was business. I didn’t know that Ms. 

Lu Xiuse was also there. Moreover, she didn’t avoid suspicion and listened to me talk about business. 

This kind of behavior was very rude. After I finished talking on the phone, Ms. Lu Xiuse came to find me 

and told me her room number. She hoped that I could go to her room, but I rejected her verbally. I have 

always despised such behavior, and I don’t care about this kind of deal. If you have such thoughts, stay 

away from me.” 

[Damn, CEO Qin doesn’t leave any face for Lu Xiuse.] 

[Lu Xiuse’s fans, come and take a look. Your sister is actually such a person!] 

[She wanted to devote herself to CEO Qin, but CEO Qin didn’t like her. It’s so embarrassing to be 

exposed by CEO Qin!] 

[So where did she get all her previous resources? You can’t help wonder about it.] 

[Hehehe, you all were mocking Jiang Xun last night? At least Jiang Xun took one step at a time and 

walked steadily.] 

[After being slapped in the face by Qin Yangguanbo, she was also personally slapped by Great CEO Qin. 

How swollen is Lu Xiuse’s face? I really want to see it!] 

[Speaking of which, as if sending a lawyer’s letter wasn’t enough, he even made Qin Yang’s official blog 

come out to slap her face. Not only did he make Qin Yangguanbo come out to slap her face, he even had 

to come out personally to slap her face. Just how much does Great CEO Qin dislike Lu Xiuse?] 

Jiang Xun’s fans didn’t dare to be too complacent here, afraid of drawing hatred for Jiang Xun. 

However, they didn’t have so many scruples in the group. 

[I really think Great CEO Qin is with Jiang Jiang. Although Jiang Jiang had previously clarified that she was 

single, that kind of clarification wasn’t very formal, but Great CEO Qin didn’t come out to say anything.] 



[The main thing is that this time it was too much of a mess. Sisters, let’s just have a light drink. Let’s 

circle the land and act cute. Don’t bring trouble to Jiang Jiang.] 

[However, CEO Qin does have a double standard when it comes to Jiang Jiang. Before Jiang Jiang 

clarified, the shippers were dancing so happily, and CEO Qin didn’t come out to clarify anything.] 

EatingJiang: [@AllMembers, no matter what, Lu Xiuse’s incident this time has given us a wake-up call. 

CEO Qin is indeed not to be trifled with. Just because he had never clarified his relationship with Jiang 

Jiang, we couldn’t really take drugs without restraint. Please don’t take drugs in public in the future. 

We’ll just act cute in our own group. It’s all about not bringing trouble to Jiang Jiang. Counting on the 

administrators to pass on the message. In addition, some of you who have joined the shippers’ group, 

try to also share our attitude with them. I hope that the shippers can understand and cooperate with us. 

If they really won’t listen to us, we shouldn’t get into a conflict with them. It’s fine as long as they sit 

down and listen to our point of view.] 

[Okay.] 

Everyone agreed and went to their respective groups to talk about this matter. 

Jiang Xun’s fans were very cooperative, and most of the shippers also understood and cooperated. 

[Of course, we also want to continue shipping them. We don’t want to make Great CEO Qin so annoyed 

that he won’t even let us have fun anymore.] 

However, there were still some shippers who felt that, “We are shipping them by ourselves. How can 

there be so many restraints! No one has the right to interfere with us just shipping them.” 

Although Jiang Xun’s fans didn’t agree with these attitudes, they didn’t continue to argue with them. 

Everyone still put Jiang Xun first. 

Jiang Xun’s fanbase had been formed when she was just an influencer. At that time, there weren’t many 

people. 

[EatingJiang] and the others, as old fans and backbones, slowly became the big fans and the president of 

the fan club. 

From the small fans who didn’t know anything at first, they slowly gained experience. 

Fortunately, Jiang Xun didn’t have many fans at the beginning. At that time, it was easy to manage, and 

it gave the backbones time to learn step by step. 

Although Jiang Xun’s fans were growing in number now, with the number of people at each stage, they 

gradually gained experience step by step. It was a gradual process, and now it had become a system. 

Although it wasn’t as good as other fanbases with professional fans, Jiang Xun’s fans learned by 

themselves, and the management wasn’t bad. 

In addition, Jiang Xun’s old fans were always there in the beginning, and they never left. 

Because of Jiang Yuexi’s hatred for Jiang Xun, some fans dropped out midway. However, those fans only 

dropped out because they didn’t know Jiang Xun well enough and didn’t have enough confidence. 



However, the old fans were always there. 

With the old fans leading the way, Jiang Xun’s fans were in good order. 

Soon, Mufeng personally went on stage to slap Xiuse’s face and directly rushed to the top of the hot 

searches. 

Hot Search 1: [Qin Mufeng doesn’t like Lu Xiuse, don’t be a fraud.] 

Hot Search 2: [Qin Yang Group clarifies that Qin Mufeng has nothing to do with Lu Xiuse.] 

Hot Search 3: [Lu Xiuse and Qin Mufeng] 

In comparison to the first two hot searches, the third hot search became more and more like a joke. 

Mufeng sent a screenshot of Qin Yang’s official blog clarification and his own clarification to Jiang Xun. 

Jiang Xun was still filming, so she didn’t see it immediately. 

After she finished filming this scene, Xin’an immediately sent her a thermos cup and her cell phone. 

The thermos cup was filled with the health tea that Brother Liu had given her. 

Jiang Xun was filming now, so she had to wake up early and sleep late every day. She really needed to 

take care of herself. 

Jiang Xun drank the warm health tea and lamented how good it was to have an assistant. 

The current her had fallen! 

System: “Host, you are no longer the host who does everything on her own.” 

Jiang Xun: “I didn’t want this either, but a good life really makes people fall too easily.” 

Chapter 270: I Hope I Can Hear You Say That Tonight As Well 

 

Jiang Xun even had a recliner now. 

She was lying on the recliner and basking in the sun. She could even play a song called “Ying Ying Xiang 

Yue” as a BGM. 

Jiang Xun opened her phone and saw a screenshot of the clarification Mufeng had sent her. 

Jiang Xun replied with two words: “Well done.” 

Mufeng had been waiting for Jiang Xun’s message. He even turned on the volume for the Wechat 

notification tone. 

When he heard the ring, Mufeng immediately opened it and saw Jiang Xun’s reply. 

He raised his eyebrows slightly, smiled, and replied, “I hope I can hear you say that tonight as well.” 

Jiang Xun was speechless. 



It wasn’t just Jiang Xun. The rest of the crew also saw Mufeng and Qin Yang’s clarification on Weibo. 

They didn’t give Xiuse any face at all. 

Xiuse was as arrogant as she was before, and now she was as embarrassed as she was now. 

Xiuse was still filming and didn’t have time to read Weibo. 

After she finished filming a scene and came back to rest, her manager, Yunan, rushed over with her 

phone. 

The two of them lowered their heads and talked for a while. Others could see that Xiuse’s expression 

was abnormally ugly. 

“Looking at Lu Xiuse’s expression, she must have seen Qin Mufeng’s clarification.” Qiyao looked as if she 

had vented her anger. “Qin Mufeng’s clarification is too straightforward. I’ve never seen anyone who 

could clarify things so directly.” 

On the other end, Yunan picked up a few more calls. 

After hanging up, Yunan’s expression turned ugly. “The contract should have already been finalized and 

all that was missing was for G brand to sign the contract. Just now, they said that they still have some 

things to discuss, so the contract has been temporarily put on hold. For Guo Haolun’s new drama, the 

producer and the production team had all posted on Weibo to clarify that the female lead had yet to be 

confirmed. I just contacted them and they said that there might have been a misunderstanding. They 

only wanted you to go for an audition and did not say that they had decided on you directly. The other 

two variety shows are also contacting other artists. The reason they gave me was that they felt that your 

offer was too expensive.” 

Xiuse was furious. “Wasn’t it because of Qin Mufeng’s clarification that caused everyone to push the 

wall down? But they were the ones who looked for me first. I have never taken the initiative to say that I 

have a relationship with Qin Mufeng. They misunderstood me and now they want to play this game with 

me?” 

“When I’m filming, there’s never any talk of auditions. If want me to act and give me the script, I agree 

to it if I like it. Ever since I became an A-lister, there was no longer any talk of auditions. ” As for the 

price of the variety shows, did I just raise it now? “It’s always been like this. I’ve never seen them 

complain about the price before, but now they’re complaining about the price. These are all excuses!” 

“Let’s not talk about other things. These two variety shows might be using this opportunity to get a 

lower price,” Yunan said in a low voice. “It’s impossible to lower the price. This is just a scandal, not 

some black spot. It’s not at the point where we need to lower the price.” 

“But Qin Mufeng’s words are equivalent to saying that I relied on unspoken rules to get to the top,” 

Xiuse said angrily. “Isn’t this still called a black spot?” 

“It hasn’t reached this stage yet.” Although Mufeng didn’t accuse Xiuse wrongly, Xiuse had climbed all 

the way to the top, and that wasn’t something that could be avoided. “I’ve already asked the studio to 

write a statement. You don’t need to make a sound. Once the statement is written, it will be released 

under the name of the studio.” 



That afternoon, Xiuse’s studio released a statement. “Madam Lu Xiuse has no relationship with Mr. Qin 

Mufeng. The rumors on the internet are all false. Ms. Lu Xiuse has been filming and did not see the news 

on the internet in time, so she did not clarify immediately. As for the account that spread the false news, 

Ms. Lu Xiuse reserves the right to sue.” 

She also sent a lawyer’s letter. 

However, the statement did not dare to mention the things mentioned in Mufeng’s clarification 

statement. 

Other than clarifying the relationship between Xiuse and Mufeng, the studio didn’t dare to drag Mufeng 

into this. 

They were afraid that Mufeng would say something if they brought him up. This would make Xiuse’s 

already bad image even worse. 

[But your studio didn’t clarify what Qin Mufeng said about Lu Xiuse hinting at Qin Mufeng’s unspoken 

rules.] 

[If they didn’t clarify, doesn’t it mean it’s true?] 

[After all, it was Qin Mufeng who said it. If the studio dared to clarify, it would mean that Qin Mufeng 

was lying. However, if what Qin Mufeng said was true, it would mean that the studio will be wronging 

Qin Mufeng. Do they dare to wrong Qin Mufeng? They didn’t dare, so they simply didn’t say anything. It 

is equivalent to acquiescence.] 

[If Qin Mufeng lied, the studio will definitely clarify it.] 

[Now, it seems that what Qin Mufeng said is true.] 

[It seems that Qin Mufeng’s information has never been fake. Previously, Jiang Yuexi and Gu Xiaoze 

were clearly lovers, but they pretended to be strangers. When the netizens questioned them, Qin 

Mufeng came out and said that he saw the two of them together with his own eyes. Now, Qin Mufeng 

personally killed Lu Xiuse by saying she used unspoken rules to get to the top. I’m willing to make Qin 

Mufeng the Brother Hammer of the entertainment industry!] 

[Brother Hammer of the entertainment industry… Are you crazy? I will never agree to give our Great 

CEO Qin such a ridiculous name!] 

[I, Great CEO Qin, am clearly an expert in fighting against fakes in the entertainment industry!] 

[Forget it, I don’t think any name is suitable for Great CEO Qin, because he is Great CEO Qin!] 

Xiuse’s fans never left her side. They couldn’t wash away Mufeng’s words this time, but they could say, 

[Sister only likes Qin Mufeng, what’s wrong with that? She bravely told Qin Mufeng her thoughts, but it 

doesn’t prove that she relied on unspoken rules to get to the top! Do you have evidence to say that she 

relied on unspoken rules to get to the top?] 

[Qin Mufeng just misunderstood what Xiuzi meant. He mistook Xiuzi’s confession as hinting at unspoken 

rules or something. Actually, Xiuzi didn’t mean that.] 



Under the efforts of the fans, the fact that Xiuse had relied on unspoken rules to get to the top was 

finally covered up a little. 

However, being slapped in the face by Mufeng personally, and the fact that the resources given to her 

by Mufeng were taken back, Xiuse become the target of ridicule on the Internet. 

This caused Xiuse to be in a very bad mood on the set. Her face was always dark. 

The staff of the set were not very willing to get close to Xiuse. Unless necessary, they would not even 

take the initiative to speak to Xiuse. 

However, this only made Xiuse feel that the people on the set were mocking her and looking down on 

her. 

Xiuse’s hostility towards Jiang Xun also became more and more obvious. 

Jiang Xun shrugged and did not care about this at all. 

After finishing her work in the evening, she went back to the hotel. Mufeng had not returned yet. 

In the afternoon, Mufeng sent her a message, saying that he would be back later tonight. 

Jiang Xun guessed that Mufeng was busy to begin with, and still had to clarify the matter with Xiuse, so 

he was coming back late today. 

Ever since that man started having sex, he stayed wherever Jiang Xun stayed. In the past few days, he 

treated her hotel room as his home. 
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Jiang Xun had Xin’an go to the front desk and ask for an extra room card for Mufeng, so that Mufeng 

could open the door and come in himself. 

This was to prevent Mufeng from not being able to enter the room when she finished work late. 

 


